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Abstract. The homology (homolo) relation between molecules was introduced. This relation is a generalization of an old idea of series of homologous compounds. The homolo relation operates on a molecule by
removing all the structural fragments that are identical with a certain selected fragment. As a result a multiset of fragments is produced. It was shown that the homolo relation is an equivalence relation in a set of
molecules. Thus, by choosing various reference fragments, the molecules can be classified in many different ways. Using the language of homolo operation it is possible to redefine such ideas as constitutional
and stereo isomers as well as a generator of a molecule and, for instance, factorization of a molecule onto
fragments.
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INTRODUCTION
Mathematical chemistry has become an expanding discipline, which, however, has been not developed uniformly.1 Probably the most important branch of mathematical chemistry is identical with broad part of mathematical physics as chemical structure and chemical
reactions have their basis in the quantum mechanics and
statistical thermodynamics. Also, as experimental physics, experimental chemistry uses mostly language of
linear algebra, mathematical analysis, and differential
equations, as well as probability.2,3 Much more specific
for chemistry is chemical graph theory enabling for
enumeration of molecules,4–11 coding molecules,12–17
assigning chemical graph invariants,18–26 and correlating
chemical graph invariants with diverse important molecular properties such as thermodynamic data and
pharmaceutical activity.21–34 Since early 1960s, topological chemistry has also begun to play a significant
role.35–37 Although, in mathematical chemistry molecular topology is often treated as a synonym of graph
theoretical representation of a molecule, with discovery
of DNA topological structures,38–46 synthesis of molecular knots,47–49 catenanes,50,51 rotaxanes,50,52–54 and Moebius strips etc.,55-62 topology in chemistry approaches
more central topological problems. 63,64 In this frame of

reference, chemistry has been discussed in terms of sole
set theory or pure algebra in much less extent.10,65–73 In
this study we just try to introduce some properties of
molecules referring only to simple set theory language.
In this study we introduce a homology (homolo)
relation between molecules which is a generalization of
an old concept of homologous molecules. An elementary question: What is a molecule? 74–77 is transformed
into more practical problem: How the molecule can be
represented?,78,79 rather than to be answered unequivocally. However, a unique representation is not applied
throughout the study. Instead, it is pointed out that using
one representation a molecular property can be defined
whereas using the other can be not.
The homology operation acts by cutting out from
molecule all the fragments identical with a defined one
and gather all the remaining fragments into one multiset. By cutting out all the CH2 groups from organic
molecules, for example aliphatic alcohols, each series of
homologous molecules form a well-defined subset of
molecules. In other words, the homolo operation introduces the equivalence relation between the molecules
and enables one to classify the molecules. Moreover,
thanks to inclusion of multisets a partial order can be
introduced into the set of molecules. After showing the
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homolo operation to be a linear operation one can introduce a composition of the homolo operations and next
factorization of the molecules. On the other hand, the
homolo relation can be truncated to fragments of a
given molecule and such terms as conjugation of the
molecular fragments and generator of a molecule can be
defined. Using homolo relation with respect to two
different representations of molecules some kinds of
isomers can be defined.
This is the first paper on the homolo operation
and, as such, it is a mere introductory and the presented
ideas are not exhaustively explored. The idea of homolo
operation can be further explored in some new directions; however, classification of the chemical reactions,
seems to be the most promising. The homolo operation
can be also useful in molecular databases search.
Introductory Note on Representation of Molecule
Let us assume that it exists M which is a set of all molecules m  M. By m we shall understand any molecule
that has ever been or will be studied; atoms; crystals;
molecular fragments as well as ions and radicals; and
theoretical molecules included. Assume also, that an
empty molecule e is an element of M. In practice, chemists deal with a not-bijective representation R of the set
M assigning particular properties to each molecule
rather than the set M itself:
R : M → MR ; R(m ) → mR
The empirical formula; molecular formula; any
structural formula; stick-and-ball model; points in Euclidean 3D space labelled with atomic symbols and with
(or without) specified connectivity between the points;
as well as solutions of the Schrödinger equation or their
approximations at different computational levels; are
examples of such representations. Moreover, molecules
are represented by chemical graphs; matrices and polynomials as well. Also, the 13C NMR; mid-IR; and X-ray
spectra are certain representations of molecules. In true,
definition of a particular representation of the set M can
be a complex task. Further, a specific property of the
representation, rather than a precise definition of the
entire representation, will be referred to.
Let us recall that the empirical formula EF of a
chemical compound is a simple expression of the relative number of each type of atom in it.
Let us agree that by letter formula LF representation we shall understand the common chemical letter
notation of the compounds revealing some basic structural properties, i.e., it showing kinds of atoms in
a molecule and the closest surroundings of the
most important atoms as in letter formula of alanine,
glycolic acid, or nitric acid: CH3CH(NH2)COOH,
HOCH2C(=O)OH, HONO2, respectively. Hereafter, the
Croat. Chem. Acta 82 (2009) 649.

LF representation serves only as a convenient abbreviation for the structural formula representation.
Let us also agree that by structural formula SF
representation we shall understand the common chemical structural notation without specifying details of the
notation.
Finally, as in mathematical chemistry the chemical
graph theory has been intensively developed,4–34,80–83 the
graph theoretical GT representation of molecules
should be mentioned to be used in a standard way.
Below we shall understand that the representation
R is chosen as GT or SF and, if this will not lead to
misunderstandings, we shall skip the index R in symbols MR and mR.
THE HOMOLOGY RELATION BETWEEN
MOLECULES
All the set theory terms used hereafter can be found in
most monographs84 and for the multiset properties used
here see Refs. 85–88.
A multiset, or set with repetition, is a set in which
multiple occurrence of its (indistinguishable) elements
is allowed. For example the following sets are different
multisets:
a, b, c ; a, b, a, c, a, b =
a, a, a, b, b, c ; b, a, a, b, c, c, c, c
We shall use the following definition of multiset.
Definition 1.
A multiset A is a Cartesian product of
a set A and a set of repetition numbers NR:
A = A  R = (a,ra): a  A and ra  NR
and A is then said to be base Ab of the multiset A. To
distinguish the multisets from the ordinary sets we use
the double line brackets
instead of the braces {}.
Notice, that the Definition 1. allows NR to be set of any
numbers, however, in most cases, NR is here the set of
non-negative integers N.
Definition 2.
By homology (homolo) operation with
respect to the connected molecular fragment f we understand the operation (homf) assigning to the molecule
m  M a multiset Ffm of molecular fragments remaining
after removal of all fragments f from the molecule m:
m (homf) = f1, f2, ..., fn = Ffm , where
fi may be equal to f j
(homf) : MFf = { Ffm } = { f1m, f2m, ..., fnm f}
and if m (homf) = Ffm ≠ m we say that f divides the
molecule m and f as well as fi m  Ffm constitute the
molecule m.
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Examples:
(0)

For illustrations referring to SF and GT representations see Schemes 1 and 2.

(1)

CH3CH2CH3(homH) = C–C–C

(2)

CH3CH2CH3(homC) =
H, H, H, H, H, H, H, H = 8H

(3)

CH3CH2CH3(homCH) = 5H

(4)

CH3CH2CH3(homCH2) = 2H

(5)

CH3CH2CH3(homCH3) = CH2

(6)

CH3CH2CH3(homCH3CH2CH3) = 

(7)

CH3CH2CH3(homCH4) = CH3CH2CH3

(8)

CH3CH2CH3(home) = CH3CH2CH3

(9)

C6H12(homCH2) = 

(10)

CH3CH2CHF2(homCH2) = H, CHF2

Scheme 2. Illustrative examples how the homolo operation
acts on molecules represented by graphs and what is understand by the graph homolo equivalence.

Also:
(i)

m(homm) = 

(ii)

e(homm) = 

(iii)

m(home) = m

(iv)

If f

m then m(homf) = m

where e denotes the empty molecule,  stands for the
empty set, and all the structural formula are used in their
most common sense.
It is important, however, how we technically define removal of the fragment. Consider two algorithms
of realization of the homolo operation. In the first one, a
fragment f is recognized in a molecule and immediately
cut. Then, the algorithm searches for a next fragment f
in each of the fragments resulted from the first cut. In
the second, initially all the fragments f are recognized in
the molecule and covered by a net of overlapping fragments f, and next, all the covered fragments are removed together.

Scheme 1. Illustrative examples how the homolo operation
acts on molecules represented by structural formulas and what
is understand by the structural formula homolo equivalence.

Let us have a closer look at the first algorithm. The
example below and hom 1 operation in Scheme 3 show
that by performing the homolo operation stepwise it happens that the removal can be done in more then one way
and leads to numerous different sets of fragments:

Croat. Chem. Acta 82 (2009) 649.
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to the labels of the fragment just cut (assuming
labeling to be in agreement with the chemical nomenclature),

FCH2CH2CH2OH(homCH2CH2) = FCH2, OH

(11b) FCH2CH2CH2OH(homCH2CH2) = F, CH2OH
The solution to equivocality of the homolo operation can be addition of all the sets of fragments. Assume
that the sum of multisets puts all the elements of the
added multisets to the resulted multiset union. However,
if the multisets are simply added, the repetition numbers
in the multiset union do not reflect equivocality the
homolo operation. Thus, one can use the rational repetition coefficients 1/n, where n is the number of different
multisets to which the molecule can be fragmentised in
each step of operation. Thus, for the above example the
multiset of fragments is the following:
(11)

FCH2CH2CH2OH(homCH2CH2) =
½F, ½FCH2, ½CH2OH, ½OH

The rational repetition numbers are allowed by
Definition 1. This does not disturb the multiset addition.
The chemical meaning of the rational repetitions can be
seen in understanding the repetition numbers as
representing moles rather than sole molecules.

3.

and if there is more then one such a closest fragment, for example because of specific branching,
the cut fragment must have the smallest possible
labels including agreement concerning the order of
the side chain labeling.

More precise description of the above routine, if
needed, may be an objective of a further study.
Homolo operations with respect to fragments dividing a molecule in not a univocal way can be called
multivocal for that molecule.
Remark, however, that in case of multivocal homolo operation acting on more branched molecules
determination of the repetition factors can be a very
complex combinatorial task. However here, we shall not
explore this problem.

Even though introduction of rational repetition
numbers some complications may occur. Consider the
following example:

Now, have a look at the second algorithm. The example below and operation hom2 in Scheme 3 show
that such a definition does not lead to equivocality and
multisets with rational repetition numbers do not have to
be introduced.

(12a)

(13)

FCH2CH2CH2CH2OH(homCH2CH2) = F, OH

but when one would like to start from the middle of the
molecule, then
(12b)

FCH2CH2CH2CH2OH(homCH2CH2) =
FCH2, CH2OH

Thus, the first algorithm should specify both: how
to choose the first fragment to be cut, selection of fragment that should be cut next, and what to do when there
is more than one such a next fragment. In other words it
should define a sequence in which the cutting should be
executed. This can be quite an undertaking and is closely related to basis of nomenclature and atom labeling of
chemical compounds, which is, or pretend to be, unequivocal.
Therefore, here, instead of giving a precise and
general rule for fragment cutting, which probably can be
as complicated as chemical nomenclature, for the purposes of this paper (in which we consider only simple
illustrative examples and do not intend to go into more
details of any of the complex chemical structure) we
propose kind of intuitive routine:
1.

to perform a first cut starting from each of the
ends (including beginning and end of each of
substituents)

2.

for each of the cutting sequences begun, for the
next cut choose a fragment with labels the closest

Croat. Chem. Acta 82 (2009) 649.

FCH2CH2CH2OH(homCH2CH2) = F, OH

Seemingly, the second algorithm looks more convenient. However, as a result selectivity of the homolo
operation is lost out:
(13a) FCH2CH2CH2OH(homCH) = F, OH
(13b) FCH2CH2CH2OH(homCHCH2) = F, OH
(13c)

FCH2CH2CH2OH(homCH2CHCH2) = F, OH
etc.

Therefore, hereafter, we shall use the former algorithm rather than the later one.
Remark, finally that
(14)

CH3CH2CH3(homCH3C) = 2H, CH3 yet, in
this very representation, there is no such a
fragment that CH3C  Ffm

Therefore, it is important that unconnected molecular fragments are not-considered in the homolo
operation on molecules. Thus, a definition of fragment
connectivity within a given representation must be defined. For SF and GT representations fragment connectivity is well defined, whereas for LF and EF it is not a
straightforward problem. However, for the purposes of
this paper LF serves for abbreviation of the SF representation and thus the connectivity in the frame of LF
needs no separate definition.
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Definition 3.
By power of the homolo operation on
the molecule, |m1(homm2)|, we understand cardinality
of the multiset of fragments, card ( Ff 1 ), i.e., sum of the
repetition coefficients of all multiset elements.
|m1(homm2)| = card ( Ff 1 ) = ∑k1f, i ,
where i = 1, 2, …, n and n = card( Ff 1 b) i.e., n is the
number of elements in the base of the multiset Ff 1 .
Remark, that in the light of Definition 1, the so defined cardinality can be, e.g., rational instead of a natural number. As was shown by the reviewer of this paper,
this is indeed the case for some molecules and some
multivocal homolo operations (Scheme 4).

Scheme 3. Illustrations of two considered definitions of homolo operation: hom1 is based on a stepwise algorithm and hom2
is based on covering all the fragments declared in the operation and removing them all together.

The homolo operation does depend on representation R
of the set of all molecules M and the way of identifying
fragment fR in a molecule mR. For instance, the ordinary
GT representation of molecules does not differentiate
atoms. Therefore, the graphs of the benzene and pyridine molecules are identical and so are the results of any
homolo operation on these graphs. On the other hand,
within the SF representation benzene(hom CH) = ,
whereas pyridine(hom CH) = N .
Also, consider F1 representation of the CH2 group
in which it is recognized in a molecule when the other
two bonds of the carbon atom bind it with the nonhydrogen atoms, and the other representation F2, recognizing the CH2 group regardless the kind of the other
two atoms. As a result of homolo operation with respect
to the former representation:
(15a)

CH3CH3(hom1 CH2)F1 = CH3CH3 ,

whereas concerning the later representation we obtain a
different result:
(15b)

CH3CH3(hom2 CH2)F2 = H, H .

Instead of multiset, the ordinary set can be used
for the definition of the homolo operation. In such
a case, however; in comparison to the proposed multiset
approach, the ability for differentiation between
molecules is inferior. For example: if Ff is an ordinary set, then CH3CH2CH3(homCH)={H}=CH3CH=CH2
(homCH) and they are CH-homologous, whereas if
Ff is the multiset CH3CH2CH3(homCH) = 5H and
CH3CH=CH2(homCH) = 4H and, in agreement with
chemical intuition, they are not CH-homologous.

Scheme 4. Exemplary molecule for which the defined multiset
cardinality is not a natural number.

At the end of this section we show three facts:
Fact 1. If f divides m1 and g divides f then g divides m1.
m1 and
m1(hom f) = Ff m1
f
f(hom g ) = Fg
f then
m1
1
m (hom g ) = Fg
m1 .
m1 and
Proof. Suppose that m1(homf) = Ff m1
f
1
1
f(homg ) = Fg
f but m (homg ) = m . Assume,
that for m1 the (homf ) operation is unequivocal. Let us
form a multiset M including Ff m1 and k-times the f
fragment where k is the f fragment repetition number
which is counting how many times f was removed from
m1. Thus, M is the multiset equivalent of the m1 molecule i.e. m1 is decomposed by the (hom f) operation
from which the f fragments were not yet removed. Now,
let us refer to a property that is formally introduced in
the Definition 9 and which allows one to execute the
homolo operation on multisets. Then, M(hom f) = Ff m1
and M(homg )
m1 because, M(homg ) = Ff m1 , k · f
m1
(homg ) = Ff (homg ), k · f (homg )
m1 because
f
f(homg ) = Fg
f . Thus indeed also g divides the m1
molecule. Finally, if for m1 the (homf) operation is
multivocal the argumentation is similar because of
k · f (hom g ) element of the M multiset.
Examples:
Let m1 = CH3CH2CH2CH3 and f = CH2CH2 then CH3CH2CH2CH3(homCH2CH2) = 2H = FC2CH4 H4 10 and M =
2H, 2CH2CH2 . Then, M(homCH2CH2) = 2H, 2CH2CH2 (homCH2CH2) = FC2CH4 H4 10 . Now, let g = CH, then
CH2CH2(homCH) = 2H and CH3CH2CH2CH3(hom
CH) = 6H
CH3CH2CH2CH3

Croat. Chem. Acta 82 (2009) 649.
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Let m1 = CH3CH3 and f = CH3CH3 then CH3CH3(hom
CH3CH3) =  = FC2CH2 H6 6 and M = , CH3CH3 . Then
M(homCH3CH3) = , CH3CH3 (homCH3CH3) = .
Now, let g = CH2, then CH3CH3(homCH2) = 2H
CH3CH3

In Scheme 5, the series of n-cene, n-fene, and
chrysene homologues are shown to be defined in terms
of abstraction classes of the homolo relation with respect to the CC–CC fragment.

CH3CH2CH3(hom CH2) = 2H andCH2 (homCH) =
H then CH3CH2CH3(homCH) = 5H
CH3CH2CH3
CH3CH2CH3(homC2) = 0.5CH3,2.5H
0.5
CH3,2.5H = CH3,H and C2(homC) =  then CH3CH2CH3 (homC) = 8H
CH3CH2CH3
Fact 2. The homolo operation on a set of molecules M
constitutes an equivalence relation hom f between the
molecules m1, m2  M.
Proof. Indeed, the hom f relation is (i) reflexive, (ii)
symmetric, and (iii) transitive:
(i)

m

hom f

m

m(homf) = m(homf)
(ii)

m1

hom f

m2 then m2

hom f

m1

m1(homf) = m2(homf) then
m2(homf) = m1(homf)
(iii)

m1
m1

m2 and m2
3
hom f m
hom f

hom f

m3 then

m1(homf) = m2(homf) and m2(homf) =
m3(homf) then m1(homf) = m3(homf)
As any equivalence relation, the homolo relation
splits the set of molecules M into cosets of equivalent
molecules - equivalence classes, i.e., sets of homologous molecules. The molecules m1 and m2  M are said
to be homologous with respect to the fragment f, m1,
m2  H f M iff m1 hom f m2. In such a case we say that
m1 and m2 are f-homologous.
If two molecules m1 and m2 are not f-homologous
they are called f-dishomologues. If there is not
such a fragment f that two molecules m1 and m2 are
f-homologous they are called strictly dishomologues or,
by analogy to coprime numbers, coatomic. Two molecules (fragments) are said to be coprime if m1(homm2) =
m1 and m2(homm1) = m2 .
Fact 3. If the powers of the homolo operations on
two molecules m1 and m2  M with respect to the molecular fragment f are different then the molecules are
f-dishomologues.
Remark finally, that if the homolo operation is
taken with respect to the CH2 moiety, it defines the
ordinary homology relation between the a séries homologues of the aliphatic compounds introduced by
Gerhardt in 1844.89 The aliphatic molecules are said to
be homologous when they differ by a natural number of
the CH2 groups.
Croat. Chem. Acta 82 (2009) 649.

Scheme 5. n-cene, n-fene, and chrysene homologues can be
defined in terms of abstraction classes of the homolo relation
with respect to the CC-CC fragment.

THE MOLECULES ARE PARTIALLY
HOMOLO ORDERED
A partial order can be introduced to the set of molecules
M taking the advantage from inclusions of multisets.
Definition 4.
If a pair (a, na) is an element of
the multiset A then a pair (a, ka) is also an element of
A iff ka ≤ na.
(a, na)  A iff (a, ka) : a  Ab and ka ≤ na then (a, ka)  A
Remark:
(a, ka)  A iff a  Ab or ka > na
Definition 5.
Two elements (a, na) A and (b, nb) B
of two multisets A, B are equal iff (a, na) = (b, nb) iff
a = b and na= nb
Definition 6. The multiset B is included in a multiset A,
B A, iff for any element (a, ka)  B a  Bb exists an
element (a, na)  A such that a  Ab and ka ≤ na
B A iff (a, ka)  B, aBb
a  Ab and ka ≤ na

(a,na)  A, a  Ab :

Definition 7.
The molecule m1  M is said to be
homolo greater than or equal to the molecule m2  M
with respect to the fragment f:
m1(homf) ≥ hom f m2(homf)
if the multiset of fragments Ff2 is included in multiset of
fragments Ff1 , i.e. Ff2 Ff1 .
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Fact 4. The ≥ hom f relation is (i) reflexive, (ii) transitive,
and (iii) antisymmetric which is a simple consequence
of multiset inclusion properties.
Proof.
(i)

m ≥ hom f m
m(homf) ≥ hom f m(homf)

(ii)

m1 ≥ hom f m2 and m2 ≥ hom f m3 then m1 ≥ hom f m3
m1(homf) ≥ hom f m2(homf) and
m2(homf) ≥ hom f m3(homf) then
m1(homf) ≥ hom f m3(homf)

(iii)

m1(homf) ≥ hom f m2(homf)
m2(homf) ≥ hom f m1(homf)
m1(homf) ≥ hom f m2(homf)
m2(homf) ≥ hom f m3(homf)
m1(homf) = hom f m2(homf)

and
then m1 = hom f m2
and
then

The following examples illustrate properties of the
≥ hom f relation:
1.

CH3CH(CH3)CH3 ≥ hom CH2 CH3(CH2)2CH3
because H, CH, H, H
H, H

2.

CH3CH(CH3)CH3 = hom CH CH3(CH2)2CH3
because 6H = 6H

3.

CH3CH(CH3)CH3 hom CH3 CH3(CH2)2CH3 and
CH3CH(CH3)CH3 hom CH3 CH3(CH2)2CH3
because CH
(CH2)2 and
CH
(CH2)2

The molecules which cannot be compared by the f
non-strict homolo inequality, as in example 3., are said
to be incomparable homolo f.
In conclusion of these examples, one can state that
the same molecule m1 can simultaneously be greater
than the other m2 with respect to one fragment, equal to
m2 with respect to the second fragment, and incomparable with m2 with respect to the third one. Thus, each
fragment f orders the set of molecules M differently.
The set of molecules M has no the greatest molecule homolo f because for each molecule yielding a
given multiset of fragments it exists another molecule
yielding a greater multiset of fragments. However, the
empty molecule e is the smallest element.
In a set of molecules ordered (homolo f) there are
subsets which are chains (every two elements of the
subset are comparable) as well as antichains (every two
elements of the subset are incomparable). The set of
alkanes (homolo C) is a chain whereas (homolo CH3) is
an antichain.
The ordered set is called directed if for every pair of
its elements it exist another element that is greater then or
equal to these two elements. The question whether the set
of molecules M ordered homolo f is directed or not is ques-

tion of the basic assumptions made and choice of a representation. In the GT representation, in which the elements loose their identities, the MGT is ordered because
it always exists a graph which is greater (homolo f) than
the other two graphs. On the other hand, it seems that in
the SF representation, every nonsense molecule can be
written and so it would always exists another nonsense
molecule that is greater (homolo f) then the former one.
However, we believe that most of chemists will agree
that only selected subsets of MSF are directed whereas
MSF itself is not.
LINEARITY OF THE HOMOLO OPERATION
Let
be the addition of multisets which can be illustrated as follows:
a,a,b,b,c,c,c

b,b,b,a = a,a,a,b,b,b,b,b,c,c,c .

Definition 8.
Let m1(homf) = f11 , f 21 , ..., f n11 and
2
m2(homf) = f1 , f 22 , ..., f n22 , then by taking the advantage of the multiset addition the homolo operation
can be defined on sum of two molecules and can be
defined as the homolo-addition of two molecules:
(m1 + m2)(homf) = m1(homf) + m2(homf) =
f11 , f 21 , ..., f n11
f12 , f 22 , ..., f n22 =
1
1
1
2
f1 , f 2 , ..., f n1 , f1 , f 22 , ..., f n22 = m1 + hom m2.
Fact 5. As a simple consequence of the
addition operation
(i)

multiset

(m1 + m2)(homf) = (m2 + m1)(homf)
m1 + hom m2 = m2 + hom m1

(ii)

((m1 + m2) + m3)(homf) =
(m1 + (m2 + m3))(homf)
(m1 + hom m2) + hom m3 = m1 + hom(m2 + hom m3)

(iii)

(m1 + e)(homf ) = (e + m1)(homf) = m1(homf),
where e is the empty molecule,
m1 + hom e = e + hom m1 = m1(homf)
as well as

(iv)

(k·m1)(homf) = k·(m1)(homf),
where k is a natural number.

The properties (i) and (ii) mean that homolo addition of molecules is commutative and associative and
the property (iii) that there exists a unit element - the
empty molecule. The properties (i) and (iv) say that the
homolo operation is linear.
Remark. Definition of the addition of two molecules
facilitates discernment of the homolo operation on certain classes of topological molecules as catenanes and
rotaxanes.
The homolo addition can be also introduced in a
different way.
Croat. Chem. Acta 82 (2009) 649.
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Definition 9.
Let us now allow the homolo operation to act not only on molecules but also on multisets
containing the molecules and fragments in the same way
as it does on molecules:
m (homf )
m(homf )
f1m , f 2m , ..., f nm f
m(homf )

which splits the set of fragments of the molecule m into
cosets of equivalent fragments.
Example:
p-C6H4Cl2(homCH) = 2CCl = p-C6H4Cl2(homC2H2)

m
1

m
2

f , f , ..., f

m
n

f

Remark that the same fragments can be conjugated
in one molecule whereas not conjugated in the other:
C6H12(homCH2) =  = C6H12(homCH2CH2)
thus CH2~H,C6H12 C2H4

i.e., that homolo operation acting on multiset with molecule does not only generate fragments but also it reduces the external brackets making from multiset of
multiset(s) the simple multiset containing all the fragments. The homolo operation on sum of molecules
introduced by this way is linear as well.

CH3CH2CH3(homCH2) = 2H
CH3CH2CH3(homCH2CH2) = H,CH3 thus
CH2 H,C3H8C2H4.

Fact 6. When the homolo operation on multiset is defined it is possible to compose the homolo operations.

Fact 9. The fragments f of molecule m are partially
homolo ordered by the ≥ hom f non-strict inequality with
respect to the chosen fragment f .

Indeed, let f and g be two fragments and m(homf ) =
f1, f2, ..., fn , and fi(homg) = g1i , g2i , ..., g ki1 then

Indeed, the homolo relation ≥ hom f on molecules is (i)
reflexive, (ii) transitive, and (iii) antisymmetric:

[m(homf )](homg) = g11 , g12 , ..., g1k1 ,
g1i , g2i , ..., gki 2 , ...., g1n , g 2n , ..., g knn =

g11 , g12 , ..., g1k1

g1i , g2i , ..., gki 2

,....,

g1n , g 2n , ..., g knn = g1i , g2i , ..., g ki1 ,
g1i , g2i , ..., gki 2 , ...., g1n , g 2n , ..., g knn
Fact 7. Composition of the homolo operation on molecule m, with respect to the same fragment f, is idempotent.
If m(homf ) = f1, f2, ..., fn , then
[m(homf ) ](homf ) = f1, f2, ..., fn and
m(homf )n = m(homf ).

m are said to be

f 1 ~ H,m f 2 iff m(homf 1) = m(homf 2).
Fact 8. As the homolo operation on molecule, the
homolo conjugation of fragments in molecule m is an
equivalence relation between the fragments because it is
(i) reflexive, (ii) symmetric, and (iii) transitive:
(i)

f 1 ~ H,m f 1

(ii)

if f 1  H,m f 2 then f 2  H,m f 1

(iii)

1

if f  H,m f

2

2

3

hom f

and f  H,m f then f  H,m f

mR
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(ii)

f 1 ≥ hom f f 2 and f 2 ≥ hom f f 3 then f 1 ≥ hom f f 3

(iii)

f 1 ≥ hom f f 2 and f 2 ≥ hom f f 2 then f 1 ~H,m f 2

The molecule m is the greatest fragment of the ≥ hom f
relation on the molecule m and the empty molecule e is
the smallest element.
GENERATOR OF A MOLECULE
Definition 11.
Fragment g m is said to be a generator of the molecule m iff m(homg) = .

Once again, depend on representation; the number
of molecular generators varies. For instance, if the atoms are represented as balls, and the C-atom in the CH2
fragment is represented as half of the ball then
CH4(homCH2) =  whereas if the C-atom is represented
by entire ball then CH4(homCH2) = H, H .
The molecule m for which a generator g exists is
called to be a power of the generator g, and if (g)n is
also the generator of the molecule m (where (g)n stands
for the n-times connected g fragment) then the molecule
is said to be the nth power of the generator g.
if m (hom(g)n) =  then m = (g)n

1

3

The homolo conjugation relation ~H is in fact the
homolo relation truncated to the fragments of molecule m:
~H,m =

f ≥ hom f f

For each molecule, the molecule itself is a trivial generator. A generator is said to be non-trivial iff g m.

HOMOLO CONJUGATION AND HOMOLO
PARTIAL ORDER BETWEEN FRAGMENTS
OF A MOLECULE
Definition 10. Two fragments f 1, f 2
homolo conjugated in molecule m:

(i)

The greatest n is called the power of the generator. The
non-trivial generator which is the smallest, according to
the ≥ hom g inequality between the generators, is called
the prime generator of the molecule m and its powers
are called the composite generators.
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For example, CH2, CH2CH2, and CH2CH2CH2 are
generators of the cyclohexane molecule, which are the
1st, 2nd, and 3rd power of the CH2 prime generator. The
CH3NO2 has only trivial generator, whereas in Scheme
6 two different prime generators of hexafluorobenzene
are illustrated. The coronene molecule has at least two
prime generators (Scheme 7).

diradical of bicyclobutyl-diene, 1, 2, and 3, respectively
(Scheme 8), 1 is generator of 2 and 2 is generator of 3,
but 1 is not a generator of 3. However in the LT representation of these molecules, (CH)2, (CH)4, and (CH)8,
respectively, it is not the case.

Molecule that has k non-trivial prime generators is
called k-generable otherwise the molecule is ingenerable or 0-generable.

Scheme 8. Illustration of the fact that 1 is generator of 2 and 2
is generator of 3 but 1 is not a generator of 3.

ISOMERIC MOLECULES

Scheme 6. Two prime generators of the hexafluorobenzene
molecule.

If the molecule is generated by a single elemental fragment then it is called the elemental molecule. Whether
the elemental molecule is generated by an element or
not depends on the molecule structure and representation applied.

Definition 12. Two molecules m1R and mR2 are said to
be indistinguishable according to the representation R
( m1R and mR2 are R-identical)

m1R R mR2 iff m1R (hom mR2 ) =
mR2 (hom m1R ) = ,
otherwise they are R-different.
Fact 10. Two molecules m1R and mR2 are R-identical iff
for any fragment fR the molecules m1R and mR2 are homolo fR equivalent:

m1R

2

R mR

iff

fR m1R

hom f

mR2

Proof. Suppose that m1R R mR2 that means m1R (hom
mR2 ) = mR2 (hom m1R ) = . Then from Fact 1 we know
mR2 then fR divides
that for any fR if mR2 (hom fR)
2
1
m1R . The
also what is divided by mR : mR (homfR)
same holds true for the second molecule. Thus, m1R and
mR2 are divided by the same fragments and there is no
fragment that divides one and does not divide the other.
So, the implication from left to right is proven.

Scheme 7. Three generators of the coronene molecule. Notice
that g1 = (g2)2.

Schemes 6 and 7 show also that although different generators are conjugated may not have a common generator.
Also, one might erroneously suppose that if generator g1
of molecule m1 is also generator of generator g2 of another molecule m2 than g1 is the generator of molecule
m2. However, as was shown by reviewer of this paper, in
GT representation of acetylene, cyclobutadiene, and

Now, suppose that for any fR m1R (homfR) = mR2
(homfR). Thus also m1R (hom m1R ) = mR2 (hom m1R ) and
mR2 (hom mR2 ) = m1R (hom mR2 ). But, because molecule
homolo divided by itself generates the empty set, in the
two cases the operation leads to the empty set: mR2
(hom m1R ) =  and mR2 (hom m1R ) = . So, indeed this
implies the left-hand side of the Fact, i.e., m1R (hom mR2 ) =
mR2 (hom m1R ) = .
Definition 13. Two molecules m1 and m2 are said to be
R-isomeric:
m1

iso

m2

iff (i) they are identical according to empirical formula
representation, EF-identical, and (ii) there exist a representation R in which they are not homolo equal with
respect to whole molecules m1 and m2:
Croat. Chem. Acta 82 (2009) 649.
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2
2
m1EF (hom mEF
) = mEF
(hom m1EF ) =  and
1
R

2
R

R such that m (hom m )

2
R

1
R

m (hom m )

The empirical formulae of the benzene and acetylene
2
molecules explain why the sole m1EF (hom mEF
)=
condition is not sufficient, and the existence of a representation R is necessary for m1 and m2 to not be the
same molecule.
The single EF representation does not enable distinguishing of isomers because another representation must
be known to confirm the molecules have a different
property.90 Usually, for the empirical formula it is possible, however, to find more then just one homolo relation. Thus, the homolo equivalence seems to be more
fundamental than the isomeric equivalence: it allows
one to judge about mathematical structure of chemical
species and to define isomerism.
Fact 11. Two molecules m1R and mR2 are R-isomeric if
they are EF-identical and it exists fR that they are not
equivalent homolo fR.
Proof. If for any fR the m1R and mR2 molecules would
be equivalent homolo fR, m1R (homfR) = mR2 (homfR), then
m1R (hom m1R ) = mR2 (hom m1R ) and m1R (hom mR2 ) = mR2
(hom mR2 ). Because, m1R (hom m1R ) =  and mR2 (hom
mR2 ) = , then mR2 (hom m1R )= m1R (hom mR2 ) which contradicts the second point of the definition of R-isomeric
molecules which says that

m1R (hom m 2R )

mR2 (hom m1R ).

Definition 14.
Let m1 and m2 be EF-identical and
R-different there exist a fragment fR m1R , mR2 for which
m1R (homfR) = m1R and mR2 (homfR)
mR2 or oppo1
2
sitely then the molecules mR and mR are said to be pair
of R-constitutional (structural) isomers:

m1R

c-iso R

mR2

and fR is called constitutional difference.
Example.
CH3CH(CH3)2 and CH3(CH2)2CH3 are
EF-identical and (CH2)2 is the constitutional difference CH3CH(CH3)2(hom(CH2)2) = CH3CH(CH3)2 and
CH3(CH2)2CH3 (hom(CH2)2) = 1CH3, 2 H, 2 CH2CH3
(the (CH2)2 fragment divides both CH3CH2 and CH2CH2
moiety) whereas CH is not a constitutional difference CH3CH(CH3)2(homCH) = 6H and CH3(CH2)2CH3(homCH3) = 6H . Remark also that there are fragments
for which the molecules are not homologous which may
not necessarily reveal the basic structural difference
between isomers however in the following example
CH3CH(CH3)2 (homCH3) = CH and CH3(CH2)2CH3
(homCH3) = CH2CH2 the CH3 fragment reveals the
difference quite well. See also an example of constitutional differences in Scheme 9.
Fact 12. Let m1R

c-iso R

mR2 and fR be the constitutional
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difference between a pair of R-constitutional isomers for
which m1R (homfR) m1R then there exist a fragment
gR that satisfies mR2 (homgR) mR2
and m1R
1
(homgR) = mR .

Scheme 9. An example of constitutional differences between
two constitutional isomers: 5-fluoro-1H-imidazole and
4-fluoro-1H-imidazole.

Proof. Let m1R and mR2 be the R-constitutional isomers and the not-empty fragment fR be the constitutional difference between them that satisfies m1R
mR2 . Assume, that
(homfR) = m1R and mR2 (homfR)
there is not such a (not-empty) fragment gR that mR2
mR2 and m1R (homgR) = m1R . Thus for
(homgR)
every gR it is not true that mR2 (homgR) mR2 and m1R
(homgR) = m1R . So, for every gR if mR2 (homgR)
mR2 then m1R (homgR)
m1R . This means that also
1
2
1
2
mR (hom mR )
mR . Because, m1EF mEF
then m1R
2
1
2
2
(hom mR ) = . But if mR (hom mR ) =  and m1EF mEF
2
1
1
then also mR (hom mR ) =  which means that the mR
mR2 . However, this contradicts the assumption that they
are R-constitutional isomers.
Definition 15.
Let m1R and mR2 be R-constitutional
isomers and fi m1R , i = 1,..., n1 and gj mR2 , j = 1,..., n2
be the constitutional differences between m1R and mR2 .
Some of the constitutional differences fi may be conjugated constitutional differences fj, i j, and some of
them may be not-conjugated. The same holds true for gj.
From each series of conjugated constitutional differences
let us choose prime generators fi 0 . Then set of nonconjugated constitutional differences fi 0 i = 1, ..., k1 is
called the m1R -molecule basis of the constitutional
isomerism between the molecules m1R and mR2 , and
similarly gi0 i = 1, ..., k2 is called the mR2 -molecule
basis of the constitutional isomerism between the molecules m1R and mR2 .
Definition 16.
A pair ( f 0, g0) of the non-conjugated
constitutional differences f 0 m1R and g0 mR2 f 0 g0
for which

m1R (homf 0) = mR2 (homg0)
is said to precise type of the R -constitutional isomerism of the molecules m1R and mR2 , i.e., they define
R-( f 0, g0)-constitutional isomerism of the molecules
m1R and mR2 .
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Definition 17. Let m1 and m2 be EF-identical and
m1R and fR
R-isomeric and for every fragment fR
2
mR they are fR-homologous, although they are m1R - and
mR2 -dishomologous then they are said to be pair of Rstereoisomers.
m1R s-iso R mR2

Examples:

Obviously each pair of chiral isomers, as for example
right- and left-handed tartaric acids, represented by their
structural 3D models, S3D-representation, is a pair of
S3D-stereoisomers. Yet, in historical van’t Hoff tetrahedral representation of organic molecules 91 (Th) they are
Th-stereoisomers as well.

Thus generally, factorization h is not commutative.
However, for some factors the homolo h multiplication
can be commutative:

In fact, Definition 17 covers not only enantiomers but
a larger class of stereoisomers such as some of the
topological isomers. For example molecular knots
can have the same constitution and connectivity, yet
different number of crossings, thus different topological
type.55,90,92 In this way, not only left- and right handed
C60 trefoil knots can be distinguished, but also C60 trefoil knot and figure-eight knot, in common 3D representation, are pair of R-stereoisomers. The same holds true
for certain molecular catenanes of the same constitution
and different number of crossings.93 Last but not least,
rotaxanes exhibiting different insertions of the noncyclic component into the cyclic one may be in some
representations pair of R-stereoisomers.
COMPOSITION OF THE HOMOLO
OPERATIONS
In the section Linearity of Homolo Operation we show
that composition of the homolo operations can be defined
and that composition with respect to the same fragment f
is idempotent. Now let us make a closer examination of
the composition of the homolo operations.
Remark that, in full analogy to facts described in Sections the Homology Relation between molecules and
The Molecules are Partially Homolo Ordered, composition of the homolo relation with respect to two (several)
distinct fragments f1 and f2 determine both equivalence
and ordering relations.
Definition 18. The molecule m is said to be product
of two distinct fragments f1 and f2, none of which is
generator of the molecule m or the empty fragment
e, m = f1 h f2, if superposition of the homolo operation
with respect to the fragments f1 and f2 is equal to the
empty set.
m = f1 h f2, if f1 , f2 m such that
f1 f2 and f1 e f2, m(homf1)  and
m(homf2)  and [m(homf1)](homf2) = 
Then, the fragments f1 and f2 are said to be factors of the
molecule.

[CH3Cl(homHCCl)](homH) = 
CH3Cl = HCCl h H
but:

[CH3Cl(homH)](homHCCl) = CCl
CH3Cl H h HCCl

[CH3Cl(homCH3)](homCl) = 
CH3Cl = CH3 hCl and
[CH3Cl(homCl)](homCH3) = 
CH3Cl = Cl hCH3 also
[C6H5F(homCH)](homCF) =
[C6H5F(homCF)](homCH)
Analogously to Definition 18. we can consider factorization of the molecule onto more than two factors.
Definition 19. The molecule mR is said to be a product of n distinct factors f1 , f2 , ..., fn m, fi fj ,
m = f1 h f2 h … h fn iff: (i) superposition of the homolo
operation with respect to these fragments is equal to the
empty set, and (ii) if for k < n none of the compositions
of k the homolo operation with respect to any of these
fragments, preserving the order of the subscripts, is
equal to the empty set.
(i)

m = f1 h f2 h ... h fn iff
[[m(homf1)](homf2)..]n-1(homfn) = 

(ii)

and for k < n ,
[m(homf1)](homf2)..]k-1(homfk)



Examples:
CH3(NH2)CHCOOH = CH3CH h NH2 h COOH
(o,m,p)-NO2C6H4NH2 = CNO2 h CNH2 h CH
(o,p)-NO2C6H4NH2 = CNO2 h CNH2 h C2H2
o-NO2C6H4NH2 = CNO2 h CNH2 h C4H4
m-NO2C6H4NH2 = CNO2 h CNH2 h C3H3 h CH
Remark. The factorization of the non-elemental molecule always exists because each molecule is composed
from its elements.
The factorization of a molecule is connected with
a property of the dividing fragments mentioned in Example 14, section The Homology Relation Between
Molecules, that some fragments can divide the molecule
however cannot be element of any of the multisets of
remaining fragments. According to the assumption
made in this paper, only a connected fragment of a
molecule can be the dividing fragment. Thus, the (ordinary) set of all possible divisors of the molecule, Dm, is
simply the set of all connected subsets of the molecule.
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On the other hand, the (ordinary) set of all remaining
fragments, Rm, different elements of all multisets Ffm ,
i.e., base of union ( Ffmi )b, is a subset of Dm. Rm Dm
and Rm = Dm only for atoms and diatomic heteronuclear
molecules.
For example:
DOCS = {O, C, S, OC, CS, OCS, e} and
ROCS = {CS, O, S, CO, OCS, e} and C  ROCS
Finally, let us mention that the introduced homolo concept generates many questions that seems to be worth to
be solved and proven, however, this goes far beyond
this introductory study.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

CONCLUSIONS
The homology (homolo) relation between molecules
was introduced. This relation is a generalization of an
old idea of series of homologous compounds. The homolo relation operates on a molecule by removing all
the structural fragments that are identical with a certain
selected fragment. As a result a multiset of fragments is
produced. It was shown that the homolo relation is an
equivalence relation in a set of molecules. Thus, by
choosing various reference fragments, the molecules
can be classified in many different ways. On the basis of
this relation a partial order can be introduced to the set
of molecules as well as in a set of fragments of a molecule. Using the language of homolo operation it is possible to redefine such old ideas as constitutional and
stereo isomers as well as to introduce some new terms
such as conjugation of fragments, generator of a molecule, and, for instance, factorization of a molecule onto
fragments.
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SAŽETAK
Homološki odnosi među molekulama:
oživljavanje starog načina klasifikacije molekula
Jan Cz. Dobrowolski
Industrial Chemistry Research Institute, 01-793 Warsaw, 8 Rydygiera Street, Poland
National Medicines Institute, 00-725 Warsaw, 30/34 Chełmska Street, Poland
Predstavljeni su homološki (homolo) odnosi među molekulama. Ovaj odnos je poopćenje stare ideje o seriji homolognih spojeva. Homolo operacija djeluje na molekulu tako da uklanja sve strukturne fragmente koji su identični određenom odabranom fragmentu. Kao rezultat dobije se komplet skupova fragmenata. Pokazano je da je
homolo odnos ekvivalentni odnos u kompletu molekula. Tako se odabirom različitih polaznih fragmenata molekule mogu klasificirati na mnogo različitih načina. Korištenjem jezika homolo operacije moguće je redefinirati
ideje poput konstitucijskih i stereo izomera, kao i generator molekule, npr. faktorizacija molekule na fragmente.
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